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ABSTRACT

Faculty of Architecture and Engineering
Advisor: Igli Hakrama

Purpose of my thesis is to develop brand new supply chain management
software for rural development and a creative solution for agricultural problems that
will be helpful for Albania. According to my researches and objectives from people
that are dealing in this field, I faced a solution for every level of milk production
chain. Albania is a developing country and has good potential for agricultural
activities on the region but facts were different varying from foreign investment
factor and rural places are empty because from migration. After some research in
technical area of information systems I saw that there is no place without internet in
Albania and solution will be a supply chain management system that will work
online.
MCS is going to be smart choice for farmers, easy to be used also efficient
and with low cost of registration. System will be Web-based where the farmers can
easily set up their livestock amount and will set milk price to show to companies and
collectors without taking a risk to not be paid enough as before. MCS will help
improvement of agriculture and in another side it will help people to understand the
quality and to pay less for high quality product. MCS will have four types of users
as administrator, farmer, manager and collector for sure. By this system tricks with
the prices of milk will not be seen because everything will be visible like in the part

-vof farmer and company. Collector will do only the job of transportation not a factor
for rising of prices in the market of milk.
MCS will represent the quality of the Albanian people with their agricultural
success with no need of additional export of milk. Albania will use his abilities in
agriculture and MCS will be a helping factor by information technology that gives
advantage to be easier and smarter solution for now and following years.
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ABSTRAKT
Fakulteti i Arkitektures dhe Inxhinierisë
Udhëheqës: Igli Hakrama

Në këtë tezë është përfshirë qëllimi i uljes se çmimit te qumeshtit si dhe
zmadhimit të potencialit ne fushën e agrikulturës. Pas shumë kërkimeve dhe
hulumtimeve nga personat qe janë aktiv ne fushën e industrisë së qumështit, isha
bindur që duhet një inovacion, pasi qe Shqipëria ka kapacitet dallueshëm ne
prodhimin e qumështit kualitativ ne regjion. Disa nga hulumtime teknike,
posaçërisht ne shpërndarjen e internetit ne vendet rurale, erdha ne idenë qe nuk
kishte vend pa lidhje në internet dhe pa përdorues te rrjeteve të ndryshme sociale,
pasi qe fakt i tillë ben njerëzit te jenë ne vetëdije të marketingut online. Pas gjithë
këtyre hulumtimeve isha bindur që ekzistenca e një lloji te menaxhimit të zinxhirit të
furnizimit (supplz chain management) online ishte mundur dhe do jetë hapur për
fshatarët.
Sistemi quhet “Sistemi i grumbullimit te qumështit për Shqipërine” që do
jetë mjet ndihmues për fshatarët dhe kompanitë gjatë proçesit të shitblerjes së
qumështit dhe caktimit të një çmimi. Kjo sistem është optimizuar ne mënyrë që të
jetë shumë qartë për përdorim nga ana e fshatarëve si dhe qartë për caktimin e
qumeshtit, natyrisht kjo është akti që ndihmon uljen e çmimit të qumështit ne treg.
Sistemi funksionon në web dhe fshatarët do kenë hyrje per caktimin e çmimit dhe
sasinë e qumështit që është për shitje bashkë me vend ndodhjen. Grumbullimi i
qumështit do kryhet lehtësisht me anë të kësaj sistemi, faktor që do të ndihmojë
avancimin e metodave që përdoren përgjatë modernizmit të agrikulturës në Shqipëri.

- vii Sistemi në vete do funksionojë me tre aktor si atë fshatari që vendos një sasi
të qumështit duke caktuar një çmim, këto dhena do shfaqen te faqja e menaxherit të
kompanisë i cili ndjek proçesin e grumbullimit dhe me në fund grumbulluesi që do
jetë ura mes fshatarit dhe kompanisë që do jetë lidhur drejtëperdrejtë me menaxherin
e kompanisë që ka berë mareveshje me një fshatar që është arritur ne marrëveshje.
Me ndihmën e këtij teknologjie, çmimi i qumështit do ulet pasë që resourcet e vendit
do përpunohet mirë dhe varësia per eksportim të qumeshtit do ulet. Kjo dukuri do
pasqyrohet në çmimet per blerësin e qumështit sepse nuk do ketë shumë eksport si
dhe taksë shtesë per qumësht. Sistemi përputhet me standarde te ngjashëm që
përdoren ne shtetet perëndimorë pasi që përdorimi i informatikës dhe marketingut qe
do sjellin inovacione dhe lehtësime per tregun e brendshëm të Republikës se
Shqipërisë.
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PREFACE
“The ink of the scholar is more sacred than the blood of martyr” – Prophet
Mohammed. This is a quote that has a significant meaning as the one who left his
home in search of knowledge is like martyr. This is my beginning point, as a student
who lives far from home and working hard to gain more knowledge. Maybe one day
I can also be a martyr.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation

Human being has ability to consume and continue his life by using the
sources that nature had given. In human’s nature the food has its own importance in
every aspect. As a consumer, I always search for good things that are in the market
but every time that I bought goods like food I just was upset to the price changes and
quality. This problem is seen more in Balkans where agriculture is expansion, that
means always there is seen a clear development of it by the help of information
technology. Every time I thought to go deeply in the problem of the food prices and
finally I got my road. I saw that in Albania there are many factories that deal only
with production of milk products and packaging them. During my observations I
faced with a problem that was kind of big one, that acts the main role in changes of
prices and sometimes quality. This was the third-person that deals with collection of
milk and selling them to factories with a price that they made it by their self,
regarding to weather conditions, transportation costs and milk quantity.

Companies that are the leaders in the milk industry and dairy industry in
Albania, are mostly foreign companies that act the most roles in the milk prices.
They are the leaders so every farmer or a collector wants to sell to them because the
company has the needed marketing, who gives a security that the milk will always
be wanted by the company so the prices always are decided by those companies.
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As a result, the consumers when it comes to the situation of today’s world,
they buy the milk products that are produces by those prestigious factories that have
the best quality for our region. There are others too but they are not being preferred
mostly because of advertisement problems and the size of company. When we have
this fact, the consumer always will search for cheaper product regarding to
economic factors of Albania. Cheap product sometimes means quality is not the one
that is needed and sometimes a product that is in bad situation for the consumers.

Albania is one of places where agriculture can be easily and successfully
done in comprehension to position of it and good conditions for the best food and
livestock that gives from agriculture. I see unfair the role of companies that sell the
milk of Albania to the people with the prices that is not for that region. Without the
costs of production the milk is produced in high amount in Albania and farming is a
profitable business for people living.

System is to help in improvement of milk collection, factor relatively
depends in the price of milk and its products in this region, by creating web-based
software that will help the farmers and companies to have the best livestock for good
prices, without calculating the production cost. In my project built a system where
the advertisement and marketing in collaboration of information technology, show
the real-time cost of milk to the farmers including the companies that they will see
the amount that they need and the place where it is useful to find. Software will be
work with registered users (farmers) that will provide the latest information when
they will sell the milk and deliver the milk in diary without having trouble in the

-3selling price. Usually farmers sell the milk in the price that the collector gives so the
role of collector will be just the transportation fee and sometimes regarding to
weather and job done they will earn money, also they won’t lose time to collect the
milk.

My system will help in improvement of agriculture in Albania, generally will
be reflected in the consumer reports that the price will be slightly visible also the
quality will remain the same or will be higher depending of company that will
produce and will sell to the smaller businesses. Economic role of my system will
give a new era in importing livestock so the prices will decrease in a time gradually.
Everyone has the right to enjoy the quality of their home made products with a
cheaper price.

1.2

Problem Statement

Quality, prices and concurrency always have affected companies to serve the
best products to consumers in Albania, including the business process problems
there is unhappy consumer that pays greater price and get normal quality in food.
Food is the product that is considered in the top of the list in a consumer when they
enter in a market. Due to level of UN employment and agriculture industry, people
can’t have possibility to earn more and use the livestock that exists in Albania and
sometimes earn money from it or use in production to have more consumers and
more quality by improvement in every aspect.
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Problem Solution

Albania has a visible growth in information technology by transmitting high
speed internet connectivity in every region of it and in the statistics of internet users
is getting higher every day, without difference of rural or urban places. This means
that in Albanian people can easily find a connection to internet. If there are two
faces of business process and two faces of consumer there is a bridge that will help
them to get know what is in industry in order to find solution for their own
problems. By the help of Milk Collection System (MCS) I will be able to help
improvement of marketing sector to be front leg in helping the farmers, collection
dealers and also the companies that deal with production of milk and its products.
MCS is a web-based application that will make e-commerce in the first row to help
farmers as first aim.

Farmers will be able to contribute and be part of it by paying a low cost for
service to have his name inside the system. Firstly, farmer will have the livestock
and web site itself will generate the real-time information for milk prices and
amount that is needed for a day. While there will be a huge number of information
from other farmers in the same or other regions of Albania where everything related
to the milk prices is shown as stock related to the day. Contribution in the sight of
farmer is to upload the amount of milk that he has and the milk amount will be
added in the stock directly that will help the companies to see the milk amount also
for collectors that will see the place where the farmer is. After the amount of milk is
entered, there will be the amount of needed milk for a specific day that will be
entered by the company managers. This will help in buying and efficient use of milk

-5to not serve bad milk for consumers that I call non qualitative milk in the market.
Companies always plan to beat the market by finding cheaper and fastest milk so to
arrive this they pay huge amount to collectors that help them in finding and
transporting the milk from farmer to company. This process is the important one
because the sanitary and quality is not taken in consideration by companies nor the
collectors, so the milk quality directly decreases because company cares for
concurrent and collector cares for price that he will sell. Farmer is the part where the
economic unreliability changes the quality in production and keeping the track for
good livestock in the needed time. Application will have marketing options that will
advertise the latest systems for milk production as livestock, technologies using for
development of agriculture also companies that deal with production of milk. There
will be some features included like having an account like in the banks that the milk
will be sold online, so there will be no need for cash so by this the farmers will
declare their transactions easily to the state and the ministry will help for
improvement and will see a clear situation in agriculture by this web site so farmers
will have skill to be helped by state in development and growth of their business.
Albanian people work mostly abroad and this may help the rural places to be more
active so people won’t go abroad to search a job so they can earn money their self
by keeping animals and normally helping agriculture. My project would help
Albania in economic factor to become exporter of livestock or milk as livestock in
other countries and there will be foreign investment if agriculture will be developed.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In my research I will give some examples and references from different lists
and branches where the situation of Albania in agriculture and milk production
phase is shown and some methods and developed systems are shown. I will analyse
from economic aspect, marketing, business and lastly the collection benefits of the
application also the software and systems that are being used today till the
developed countries systems and situation of milk production and agricultural
activities done.

Here we will see how the agricultural activities helped the growth in economic
dimension and a chain is formed till the information technology is helping and
getting more developed by helping other stages too but in the same time developing
itself too. In this part there are situations and analyses for Albania and this will be
taken in consideration to see other developed countries and their methods in growth
and making better management of milk and best business flow. Economy growth is
a first plan in Albania so I think the agriculture and the help of conditions that this
place has the economy is already powered for growth within the activities for
domestic and foreign businesses.

-7In an inter-sectorial rural development strategy that is prepared by the Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Protection has some statistics that shows the
agricultural activities that are held in Albania, the capacity and GDP growth related
to the development of agricultural activities. In this part I am mostly interested in
farming unit as a branch that will be developed. The study shows that the 23% of
gross domestic value added and has been growing at about 3% per year shows that
Albania has a low percentage as its geographical position and agricultural activities.
Agricultural land accounts for 24% of the total land, with forests accounting for
36%, pastures and meadows 15% and others 25%. Out of the total agricultural land,
43% is lowland, 34% hilly and 23% mountains. Agriculture is dominated by small
farms and generally we see that small farms are not appropriate in development. In
the research, the objective for farmers was like: Activities shall be targeted at
technology adjustment to Community standards, at structural improvements required
to increase the competitiveness in agriculture, and at the improvement of income of
farmers. As the activities there were setting up young farms and more modern
techniques for them that will be pay from budget of state and here the rural places
have already a technology in their houses to arrive in the technology.

Table 2.1 : Donor Funding
2006
Axis 1

2009
Lek

%

Lek

%

Farm Modernization

1,641 70%

1,911 63.2%

Value Added / Marketing

25

12%

177

10.7%

Forests

148

40%

199

36.3%

Training / Advisory Services

60%

149

54.2%

-8Total
Axis 2
Less Favored Areas

0

60%

60

Agro-environment & Nature 1,553 100% 892

54.2%
90.1%

2000
Total
Axis 3
Non-farm Employment

0

60%

417

54.2%

Source: [1]

In the table the employment and development of rural places is shown in
every manner so the need of a change in agricultural activities is something that has
no other way for the next generations in Albania. By development of rural places the
more qualitative food and milk will be produced and prices will decrease. This is the
most important factor for growth need in the region but mostly for the consumers
too.

There is another research from UN Development Program for investment
opportunities in the side of agribusiness sector in Albania, from a report in 2003
there are 370 diaries active in Albania, this shows a huge amount of workers and
farmers that deal in milk production business. The total Albanian milk production in
2004 was 1.1 million tons, which was 4% higher than in 2003. 10-15% is processed
into cheese. Cheese production represents 15.5% of the total production of the
agribusiness sector. Cheese production is growing more rapidly than the average for
the sector (9.2% versus 4%). Albania has a tradition in cheese production. Current

-9domestic production is sufficient to cover 80% of Albanian market needs. Primary
production of milk is very small-scale in Albania. This may be one of the crucial
Challenges for the distribution system. In contrast with all Western European
countries, there is hardly any formal vertical integration in the supply chain. Farmers
bring their milk to milk collection points at their own convenience. Neither volume
nor qualities is formalized in agreements. Distribution to retail channels is also still
in the developmental stage. In view of the fragmented structure of retail channels,
the dairy industry has to deal with a large number of clients.
The results of this lack of integration include:
• Long times to factory and to market and consequently high pressure on quality
assurance
• Lack of quality control
• High distribution costs
• A high pressure to pursue informal market opportunities

By this situation that is considered in Albania, the problem is clearly seen and
the need of a new era in development is visible. Ministry of Agriculture is also
interested in markets, so by the research in markets that the consumers more like to
have is milk as first products than cheese is the most important product of the diary
sector. Production of cheese is developing and this means that there should be more
milk to answer the call of the needs of cheese development phase. In classification
of Albania per annual consumption of dairy products in kilograms for milk 298,
cheese 4.4 and butter 0.5. In this article the dairy industry is specified that is being
modernized in late years, but this is the factor that helps the foreign companies that
invest in Albania. The size of the Albanian market is small, but may nevertheless be
subjected to the entrance of new foreign companies. Consumption levels are

- 10 relatively high. A number of foreign companies are already active in the Albanian
market and have a fair market share, e.g. in UHT milk. The poor organization of the
supply chain will serve as a barrier to entrants. Here again we see that there is a need
of supply chain management of milk for collectors for successful business process
also for farmers and domestic companies [2].

According to Eduard X. Zaloshnja analysis of agricultural productivity
among eastern European countries Albania has 1.274 tons per hectare of milk yield,
this means that there is possible to help by this the model used in economics for
development and provide the analyst with a full range of policy impact in farmers,
consumers, investitures and also government as the tax paid will increase gradually
by changes in economic factors. Here as sample is taken Austrian model that is
same as my project where the model situations are considered to be solved [3].

For the development example I took the Turkey that was same as Albania
once so the techniques that are shown are numbers and functions that help the state
to be the biggest exporter of agricultural products, which means it is in the top
situation for needed economy and growth. Here there is a comparison of turkey with
other countries that are developed in this sector so image is like making a job faster
that others did. The most important model in development was two-sector model
where agriculture and industry are in the same paths that grow by helping each
other. Problem in the beginning was insufficient material for keeping and making a
successful agriculture activity for domestic companies. Result is like growth in each
part by modernizing and investing in household activities for agriculture needs, so
the same situation as my project is concerned for [4].

- 11 In the part of marketing, the shining star of computer systems is e-marketing
and there is another fact to use this in the development phase of diaries by using emarketing techniques and objectives. According to Alexander G. Baer and Cheryl
Brown, E-commerce adoption studies have looked at farmers in the Midwest, Great
Plains, and southern U.S., and most considered improvements in supply chain
management and purchases of farm-business inputs. McFarlane, Chembezi, and
Befecadu (2003) examined agribusiness firms in Alabama with data collected in
2002. They found that the scope of the agribusiness was the largest indicator of
Internet and e-commerce adoption. Using 2000 data, Ernst and Tucker (2001, 2002)
examined fruit and vegetable producers in Ohio. Their 2001 study showed that a
measure of economic optimism about information technologies was higher for farms
that adopted IT. This is example in U.S, and why not to take this in Albanian growth
in agriculture to use e-commerce as beginning. They found solution by following
traditional technology in website adoption depending on business. The disadvantage
here is that always the systems are changing, some businesses might not catch the
updates so a system should be one and for ever [5].

2.1

Similar Systems

Dairy CHAMP is an example of diary management software as a part of
supply chain management created for the farms completely from taking milk as
livestock from animals till the production unit of milk. System has comprehensive
software that is designed mostly to keep the track of records related to diary
warehouse for production and quality needs. System has part of transportation for
making easy to import more milk in the case of needs inside the dairy without

- 12 making chain discrimination that is problem that breaks the most important note for
more reliable production of milk and quality guarantee. Software has a part of data
collection that means milk is always collected in database for multi-purpose of
information keeping an efficient way to keep information track, sales report in case
of more milk and the milk collection unit helper for management of new production
and the warehouse management for the milk.

Dairy Comp Herd Management Software is multipurpose diary management
software that has been approved by Canadian Quality Milk for the quality in Canada
agricultural office for milk. Software is mostly used by diary managers to help the
production of milk in the best way for benefits by the companies that deal with
production of milk as livestock and market management of milk and other products
of milk. This software is useful in the option of management for milk and for
collector plan, because there is a system connected for all kind of collection needs
between the farmers and companies, software is useful in every aspect of
management of milk as livestock and production needs. Software has automated list
generating process for updating the plan for production with the information entered
by other users as farmers and diary managers, this means there is no need to waste
milk or take more milk without the needs of company, a good way of management
of chain to not decrease the quality state and price for the production. Disadvantage
of this software is in database storage, the information that is entered is not stored
for the needed plan of milk production, and more generalization of information is
seen in this software. This is not helpful for quality because if any of managers
enters more data in a specific region the other part of users will see that there is no
need for more milk form the limit that software generalizes to users.

- 13 Decision Support System is a system that keeps the track of everything
needed till the collection of milk is finished successfully. DSS is a user-friendly
interface where the algorithm works in modern manner but the job is done by
traditional techniques. By this system the transportation costs are decreased that is a
big thing for U.S. and also the feedback is able for this system every time. The
system works with a scheduler that by help of GIS is locating a truck where the milk
is without losing time and to another one by one. The most important thing is
decision making here so this is the advantage of the system also bring new tradition
in collecting of milk. The disadvantage of this system is the price, because the price
per litre collect is made so this is not the needed system for business process to
collect milk, because the great companies won’t discuss the litre price every time.
By the help of GPS, milk procurement management system is being helped so the
milk payment is complicated in this part. For this problem the system includes
modules to reconcile the load of each milk collection against to normal farmer [6].

Similar software in this industry is Vision Milk Collection System that is
developed in India for usage of collection and management of milk. It is available at
http://www.arthinfosoft.in/dairymilk.html, for usage and downloading or testing of
the software. Places like Albania are more eligible for traditional methods and this
software would help in that aspect so the biggest advantage is traditional manual
method where the time consuming is being decreased also there is a reduction in
spoilage of milk a problem that is being faced in rural places from the conditions
and collector problems. The software has some properties like:


Measuring weight of milk with Electronic Weighing Scale



Fat testing using Milk-o-Tester
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Capture of unique member ID by the PC software



Printing of pay slip



Account Management



Timely Repayment of Money to farmers.

Disadvantage of this software is that it has many branches within the platform like
measurement and fat testing of the collected milk. I don’t find it useful to build inside
the collector platform those things because in the other system of DSS the objective was
only collection and finding the milk in proper needed amount [7].

Inforut 2 is a system that helps the management of milk in the collection manner,
software that is produced for fresh milk delivery to assure time for Uruguay. Conaprole
is the national cooperative of dairy producers of Uruguay and has more than 2700 milk
collecting points and 10 depots inside the country. Software is created for the purpose to
help the fresh milk collection and delivery of the items in efficient way and time. Inside
this there is GLF that has a map for helping the collectors and companies to find more
sources for fresh milk and collection specialities of it. GLF has an advantage of data
centralization and management of the data in real-time to every user inside the company
that is a helpful method for milk management in different stages till the production.
GLF software has some standard ERP functionalities that help the management of milk
and also a route creation for milk collecting network with indication in map of milk
producers and farmers inside the Uruguay. By the help of GPS system the software
collects data from every user and stores it inside the system and with the help of bulk
algorithm there is evaluation process for the diaries that collect milk also interplant
planning algorithm, efficient algorithm that helps the distribution of milk in every point
with the proper amount for not making excess milk or less. I think the system has a

- 15 reliable way of working in every aspect that helps the territories where the farmers and
collectors are in a situation that collection of milk is a problem till the price set.
Advantages are more for this system, because the way how it works and the
management dedications for milk are very efficient and usable for territories with
trouble of fresh milk. System has route planning for helping the transportation costs, a
way for implementing transferring data that are set up by users that are in the selling and
buying part of milk as livestock for different companies.
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Chapter 3
ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS
This part is where is given a detailed information regarding to
implementation of Milk Collection System including the user profiles and accounts,
system requirements, diagrams that will give more detailed information about the
users that will interact inside the system and with other users also, user privileges
and finally the security of the system. Implementation of system will be analysed in
this section where the diagrams will show how the software will interact with people
and system to make the work done.

System Requirements

3.1

Milk Collection System will be a web-platform application that will be used for
different purposes for the user dependent stories. The system will be online and will
be available to be accessed where the internet is without the difference of region of
Albania. So the requirements are stated like:


XML



AJAX



CSS



MySQL



PHP



JSON



HTML



Jquery



Hosting Server



RSS



GPS
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3.2

User Profiles

Administrator – the most privileged user of the system. Edit the information
of milk companies, farmers, collectors. Add, update, and delete privileges for every
user of the system. Generate reports for every single user. Set passwords and
profiles for every user. Add companies, farmers and collectors by using cellular
network number for security. Management of advertisement sources and company
profiles also.

Farmer – has limited privileges like update amount of milk, add the location
of place where the milk is (GPS), view the e-bill for milk sold.

Collector – has privileges to see where the farmer is, a company where the
milk will be transported, e-bill for costs and payments also has privilege to set a
transportation fee for a specific route that is been added by himself while collecting
milk.

Manager – Is the manager of a collecting company, adds the amount of milk
needed for a specific day, view the farmers location, sets appointment for any date
for special purpose like quality of milk, and posts agreements for the price of milk.
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3.3

User Stories

Log In- Accessing the system with special privileges regarding user
Log Out - Exiting from the system.
Add Company - Adding a company to the system
Delete Company - Deleting a company from system
Add Farmer - Registering a new farmer with his position.
Delete Farmer - Administrator can delete a farmer and remove the information.
Add collector - Administrator can add a collector with a limited distance to company
Delete collector - Removal process of collector with his information in system.
Set advertisement - Administrator can post new advertisement pages in system
Remove advertisement - Remove advertisement page.
Edit advertisement - Update the prices and marketing information for a company
Set e-milk account for transactions - An electronic account of milk flow for farmers
and companies
Delete e-milk account - Delete the account with removal of any user with specific
name

- 19 Delete Working Model - Delete a working model that is not applied anymore in
company.
Add Milk price flow - Setting a milk price regarding to farmer and company price
average
Edit Milk price flow - Updating the information for prices if there is a change of
great value in price
Add License - Require a license to work on a job.
List farmers - Process of listing the farmers available
Post appointment - Posting information in system by manager.
List collectors - Process of listing the collectors available
Register - Register of users with cellular numbers
Set milk amount - Setting a milk price by manager of company.
Add advertisement - Posts an advertisement.
E-milk account - List the information inside the e-milk account.
Set milk price - Adds a price of milk from company and farmer
Companies - Lists the companies with their milk requirement.
See appointments - List a specific appointment set by companies
Add milk - Adds the amount of milk.
Set milk quality - Sets the milk quality for specific needs.
Add price - Updating price per litre of milk.
Advertisement - Marketing and company overview by farmer.
My e-milk account - List of transactions and milk flow information

- 20 See farmers - List of farmers with their locations
See companies - List of companies for milk delivery
See price - List of milk price that is been set by system by average price of farmer
and company.
Add route - Route to the farmer where the milk is.
Add transport fee - The tuition fee for transporting milk from farmer to the
company.
Select farmer - Select a farmer to add in delivery list
Select company - Select a company where the milk will be delivered.
Clear farmer - Deleting of farmer in the delivery list.
Clear company - Deleting of company from the delivery list.
E-milk account - Opens a new page of milk flow

3.4

Requirements Specification and Visualization

3.4.1 Software Requirements

Requirements for better execution time and good interval for every user to
interchange information that has been stored inside the system. Minimum software
requirements are as follows for the user is a good Web-browser with the capability
to run every type of scripts inside the web server. A normal web browser running od
32-bit edition of windows and a 64-bit of windows server 2008 R2 is needed in the
server part for SQL management is minimum requirement. Client computers should

- 21 have the browser and also some Exchange Web Services with the lowest version and
Java installed.

3.4.2 Performance Requirements

In this section the performance is being discussed for better processing time
and running time of application in users. If farmer wants to set a price of milk inside
the system for a specific day and to companies and collector to broadcast the
message within the info entered is a process of storage of information. This is
measured with Load Runner for a user with normal privilege to be more faster the
system is on web platform and the response time is like 3-8 seconds depending on
GPS response time and database server response time to have a completed
information of farmer for usage of collector for his route and use of company for the
price of milk.

3.4.3 Supportability Requirements

Some of the best options of the system are that there can be change in
advertisement and the milk price setting part of it. Ability to be easily modified is a
process of good management skill of database within the web server and in the case
of need for new application scenarios the system can be easily changed by the class
edit in the source of the application. Some of the good manners of supportability
requirements are:

- 22 System should allow the collector to change the route regarding to the realtime information that is collected from farmer.
System should be available to be executed in low speed of internet due to its
low level of application memory.
System should respond to new price setting list for farmers and companies
too without usage of base algorithm for price setting option.

3.4.4 Security Requirements

In this part there is explanation of user security and also system security for
the new users and old users in a period of time. For the registration system uses the
information of farmers that is connected with a cellular number of him and for
collector too but the companies is registered inside the system with a specific ID
with regarding passwords to be logged in the system.
User authentication is done with cell number and numerical PIN code for the
system that has been sent to phone.
Authorized administrators have full access on system with unique password
System security is guaranteed with PHP scripting language

3.4.5 Interface Requirements

- 23 For better execution and organization of milk collecting the system as some
technical requirements inside the interface part as identifying the sources of required
data, alternatives to select the exchanged data with specific protocols to exchange
data between a farmer, collector and company manager. For more simple protection
of user I used the cellular number because the farmers degree of information
processing is in low category so the simplest method is to enter their phone number,
there is no farmer without a mobile phone so the best way to be more simple I
choose this model of authentication model.

3.4.6 Availability Requirements

System would have the ability to control of every user with their regarding
part of storage injection to the system. System will work in real-time updating the
information for every user like having a function to enter data, store and publish it to
the other users to be used like farmer price and company price to collector for route
from information gathered from farmer. Mostly the system will approve the changes
and notifications will be delivered to every user for any change inside the system
with information inside. Every 24-hour there will be a database update for new
transactions that will be made another days and for the appointment part system will
be available 24 hour to be added by managers of company. Manual components are
just being done by users for single purpose and automatically changes are done by
system for prices and location updates from farmers.
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3.4.7 Assumptions and Constrains

Assumptions for the system are simpler web-browser units and a normal national
ranked internet speed also more developed systems will be better. Time and cost are
the most efficient method to be used for a successful cycle of system between the
users and system, time is the most important factor and the system is being designed
for this purpose to be fast enough to reply to all users real-time. Constrains for the
system are as following problems for internet connectivity and user reliability, in
case of different information storage the system will provide full-time help in the
data cycle inside the system without any limit to not respond during a period of
execution.

3.4.8 Non-Functional Requirements

In this section I will provide information regarding the quality service,
technical environments and also some part of processes and functions inside the
system that will be created. Analysis of every aspect of successful execution of
system for every user for their own purpose also an overview for more specific
purpose in the usage of this system for different places and aspects in diary
management.

3.4.9 Hardware Requirements

For the best way for one process as collection of milk and setting the price a unique
price for milk the system needs to have eligible performance to maintain the

- 25 database storage. The minimum requirements for the database server are to be 64bit, 4 cores for deployments and RAM of 8 GB for normal to keep the SQL Server
available for every user interaction with system. In the case of storage the system
should be minimum with 80 GB for the amount of content and the database inside
the system.
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Chapter 4
SYSTEM MODELLING AND DESIGN
4.1

Use Case diagram
Actors: Administrator, farmer, manager, collector.

Figure 4.1.1. – Use case Diagram for all actors

In the diagram above is shown the rights and attributes of administrator inside the
system. The rights are given with its credentials that will administrator use and also

- 27 the use cases how administrator will use this diagram is represented in the graph.
Also some key attributes that manager can do inside the system is represented. From
the diagram we can easily see that from its credentials the manager has different
rights inside the system and different possibilities for reaching data inside the
system. In the use case diagram above the farmers’ possibilities and actions are
represented. By this diagram we see that a farmer can have different kind of
attributes that he can reach inside the system during execution time. In diagram I
represented the rights of a collector in the system. Separately there is a different
console and rights in every phase in execution so here the collector has different
roles inside the systems as is given in the diagram.

4.2

Use Case Description
Add company – User logs into the system, the system will approve the

privileges and will show the list of companies gathered from the database to be used
in future and will give the possibility to add new companies by the add button then
will be a console to select what to add in database.

Add farmer – User logs into the system, the system will approve privileges as
full right, user can add new farmers into the database by clicking add button and
opening the settings window to add new users with their specific purpose privileges.
Farmers will be added according to their cell numbers and with their current location
that will be received by notification message that system will send to them.

- 28 Add collector – user logs into the system, the window appeared will show
options to select collectors with the mouse, there will be button to see the list of
collectors, by simply clicking add the system will open the window to fill the needed
information for collector.

List prices – User logs into the system, from the prices table there is a button
for View prices and while clocking that button the user will be available to see the
latest prices that are being generated by the algorithm of system that combines the
prices added by farmers and managers.

Appointment – User will log on, there will be a window for managers to set
up a deal to farmers and by clicking add appointment the window will appear to add
the values and information for the appointment part.

Advertisement – User logs into the system, there will be privilege to manage
and add advertisement to be shown in every user that is inside the system. In this
part the management of advertisement is done by simply opening the window to
add, edit and delete advertisements.

Set price – User logs into the system, if the user has the privileges as
manager the window for milk per litres will be automatically updated, the user clicks
to set price by adding the numerical value to the system that will be stored in
database for late use.

- 29 Set price – User logs into the system, if the user has the privileges as farmer
there will be a window that will be connected with the milk amount that will be
given by farmer and the price too that will be added as numerical value by the
farmer.

Add route – User logs into the system, if user has full right privileges will
select routes that will be available to all users, if privileges are as collector, user can
create a route with adding the position of farmer by using the account _id of farmer
that is inside the database.

Transportation – User logs into the system, user has collector privileges so
there will be a window for making a deal and adding a fee that will be calculated by
system regarding to the kilometres and energy cost that user will enter.

E-milk account – User logs into the system, if the privileges are as
administrator the full rights will apply where the information stored inside the emilk database can be edited deleted also can be created new with simple icons that
the user can define normally. If the privileges are as manager, a window will be
appeared where the user doesn’t have a right to edit or to add new value. The E-milk
account will be updated automatically for every transaction that will be done with
the system. If the privileges are as farmer the system will show the milk flow from
farmer to companies, where the user easily can keep track of milk production, prices
and selling guarantee of milk to the companies.

- 30 Delete farmer – User logs into the system, the privileges will be as
administrator. By simply clicking in the name of an account of a farmer from list
and deleting the item will easily remove from the database the farmer.

Delete collector – User logs into the system, while the privileges are as
administrator the user easily can select a name of collector from the list and easily
can delete it by pressing Delete function from keyboard.

Delete manager – User logs into the system, while the privileges are as
administrator, form the list of managers user can easily define a manager and simply
by selecting and pressing delete function from keyboard will delete the attribute.
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4.3

Diagrams

Figure 4.3.1 - Activity Diagram – Milk Delivery

When user opens the first page as collector after the credential information
he logs in, user can see companies that are available for milk delivery and then

- 32 choose available farmers to deliver the milk. Collector can set up transportation fees,
routes where the milk are etc.

Figure 4.3.2 - Activity Diagram – Manager View

User logs in with special privileges as based on manager as user, after
logging in system will show to add a value of milk that the company needs, this

- 33 information will be broadcasted to the collectors and farmers too. After that user can
easily set up price from the company and also add quality and normal milk as
livestock.

Figure 4.3.3 - Activity Diagram – Farmer View

- 34 User logs into the system with privileges as farmer, system will be simple for
the farmer and the first thing that he will see is the amount added by the company
for a specific day about the information regarding to the amount of milk. After it
user can add price and finally agree a deal with company and his profile is shown to
collector as ready to be collected.

Figure 4.3.4 - Activity Diagram – Report Generate

- 35 User logs into the system by specific privileges that has from credentials that
he entered into the system, he can easily select what kind of report to be generated
by the system as selecting milk transaction and making a duplicate for the Ministry
of Agriculture if the user is farmer.

Figure 4.3.5 - Sequence Diagram – Milk delivery

In the diagram that is called as sequence represented above is shown how the
system responds to the users one by one for making a complete milk delivery from
farmer to the collector and finally to the company (manager). Firstly user logs in,
selects a category to see the milk price, then there is another category to set price
after it to see location and to generate the farmers location and making a deal with
the system algorithm as set price. If everything is all right till the price is set, the
user as collector has right to select the farmer and then select company where the
milk will be transported.
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Figure 4.3.6 - Swimlane Diagram – Milk delivery

In the diagram above the actions of system and a single user is shown till
finishing and registering a transaction as delivered milk. User writes credential
information and system authenticates the user as is in his properties. After this part
user can select to add farmer, add price or display milk amount as livestock.
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Figure 4.3.7 – State Machine Diagram – Set Price

In this diagram I explained the process from setting the price till the delivery
part of milk. Firstly the price is given by farmer as beginning of process secondly a
deal is made with manager and in final stage collector adds the transportation fee for
the milk and the final price is being set.
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Figure 4.3.8 – Object Diagram – Transporting and Price

Object diagram shows parts of the system actors and users that show the
structure of how the information stored is being executed to have a successful action
inside the system. Rather than structure also the user attributes are indicated in the
diagram.
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Figure 4.3.9 – Component Diagram

In diagram above the components inside the database and also the attributes
are entered for the all parts inside the server. Here the administrator has the full
rights for the clients, e-milk account also for transportation so here we can easily
gather the data inside the system for administrator use and normally for client use.
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Figure 4.3.10 – Class Diagram

This diagram shows how credentials are connected to each other to make a
successful action inside the system. Relations between entities of the system are
seen here as they will be in the database for faster communication between them for
a successful cycle in the system.
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Figure 4.3.11 - Deployment Diagram

Deployment diagram shows the structure of system, how it will be deployed,
where is three components. There is a web server that is connected to database
server and responds to the Desktop and Laptop Computers.
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Chapter 5
IMPLEMENTATION
Technologies Used

5.1

During implementation the system needs some kind of languages and
technologies that are indicated at the bottom part. The programming languages that
have been chosen are the widely used scripting or query languages so there will not
be any confusion for any system that will deal.
-

MySQL – Best open source database

-

PHP – The best web development language that is open source and easily
injected to HTML also nice scripting language.

-

Google Chrome – For the best operation of application the best web browser

For the challenge to the users and being fast the MySQL is the right answer
where the information stored, arrived and visible also ready to be used. There is a
disadvantage using MySQL because some of the browsers sometimes make problem
in the part of application needs so the system should be as simple as it can. In the
case of security the system will be secured by securing the network, application and
finally host. Many standards are set up to secure the every part of network
connection and I think for my system PHP scripting language would be enough to
have secure transactions inside the system.
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5.2

System Implementation

Step by step analysing and concluded about the modelling and design I could
have an starting spark for the main settings needed. I was focused firstly in objects
from their creation till the exchange of them while the application is being created. I
decided later to be more oriented by implementing some special Object Oriented
Techniques for management of classes, creation and also handling methods.
In the following steps I did the database table creation also their classes that
are in database server by giving a unique name constant also a unique database host.
The things that I mentioned before are usual things done if in any case the host is
being changed to not have any kind of problem to initialize the system working
model. Classes inside the system are the main model that make the system
automated and working perfectly so the classes and their regarding data should be
executed in a needed way for efficient use of data in the tables. By creating classes I
have the right to be more perfectly to organize every time a user wants to
interchange with information stored in a good way to not be any crash during
processing of them so also I would mention to use connection properties that you
can make open also close for every time I want. Inside the system there are three
main actors (users) that have different credentials after they log in to the system. I
stored their information and for security I gave unique ID for every user that when
they will enter into the system they will be able to have their own rights also to be
secure I use some important information of users like phone number that it will
generate a new Id code to enter into the system. I created different sessions for
security reasons for users that will be unique, if user has an ID like X this means he
is the manager inside the system. In the figure 5.1 I describe the log in part to the

- 44 system as it is highlighted with unique ID with X and digits. Mainly the system is
like updating feed for every user where the transaction of milk is generated to deal,
post and decline offers appointed by farmers or managers within this system.

Figure 5.1 – Log in

This system is dependent to the offers that means I created a specific database table
to keep the track of past, following and present deals in a specific account called emilk. Managers by clicking this part can see the milk flow done as a report also this
is available to the farmers to see their own income and for leader board between
farmers to make something ethic to show the milk flow that it has been used for
good in a price that they deal before. E-milk also helps to manage the payment
options between the company and farmers so this is a business purpose for emarketing part and also in my future plans I can add a licence from Ministry of
Agriculture in a different database table to manage milk flow to make easier for
farmers to pay their taxes easily and for managers to deal with the VAT procedure
easily. They won’t need any other type of data plan for calculations for financial
issues.
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Figure 5.2 – Actors

In this part of coding I focused on creating actors of system by giving
different entities to each of them, for easier access to every one inside the system to
have possible changes there is an option to change with an unique password

Figure 5.3 – Ajax Code
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This system is basely concentrated on managers where they set the amount
of needed milk also a price to deal with farmers and lately to be in contact with a
collector where he will store the route information as special transaction inside the
system. Add Milk, Set milk price, these are components that are similar that
interchange with database table to manage the value between manager and collector.
Manager adds a value and it is displayed in the page of farmer to deal with the offer
posted by manager in a specific time or by completing the needed amount posted by
manager before. Farmer only uses values to interchange data with manager also the
collector uses this to see farmers location and their amount that deled for.

Figure 5.4 – Company Offer

In figure above farmer looks at these kind of posts to see amount of milk needed for
a specific time period and they accept to deal with price. By this technique also the
managers are able to see the latest milk amount in farmers part so they can easily
track the flow for the company issues. By this type of feed I can make easy for
managers to be on time because the production unit is very important for a factory
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collecting them by the route created from managers.
Feeds later may be changed to use as news in another part, where new companies
available will be showed to the farmers and collectors to make contact for new
offers and deals so this is easy method I put in system to be more simple for farmers
also managers. If anytime a managers need fast service this feeds will be helpful to
post a appointment or news regarding to milk flow needed for production.

Figure 5.5 – Milk Set - Manager

Figure 5.6 – Milk Set - Farmer
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needed. This is a small window opened when we click Add Milk, every user inside
the system can see this but the most important issue is that while the farmers set the
amount in their hand and price two different database tables react here one is for
milk price called e-milk and another is for milk flow for source. Farmers should be
correct while setting a value because they have 5 minutes active window to post
agreement between farmer and manager. After 5 minutes the data added will be
directly posted to other users within the system that deals with milk flow. This
information gathered is important to company and also the collector to set his route
to collect milk and deliver to the needed company. Management of e-milk account is
for finishing part where the prices are paid in needed amount for a proper milk
amount. This kind of technique will make farmers to be more reliable to the system
in case of milk amounts because the problems always start when the farmers price is
less or there is no interaction with farmers. System will work to keep the data of
farmers in more important way because the storage is important for the payments.

Figure 5.7 – Orders

- 49 In orders menu the manager has ability to see the order tracking from farmer
till delivery at the company. The on-going orders are indicated in red and finished
orders are indicated in yellow to be more simple for the manager. System mainly is
controlled by manager and for every user the manager has records beside the system.
New users to the system are added after the approval of a specific company in a
region where milk flow will be done. Manager by using phone number of farmers
may add them into the system so later to be needed for milk flow. While the used is
added their attributes are stored for security reasons for system also information is
used for other purposes for milk delivery and production in company.
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Figure 5.8 – User adding

In figure above we can see the milk account for farmer if the phone number is
selected so we don’t need other issues to deal with for farmers. Occupation part is
for storing the information to the class for farmer and collector also. Collectors then
should enter the region for a route calculation and creation inside the system.
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Figure 5.9 – Delivery route

Collectors are the bridge between the farmer and manager. I set a route as class
for a specific region for collector to find a farmer near a city and to select his route
for later payment for transportation fee and fast delivery options. Every route is a
class where the calculation of every delivery is recorded. This makes easier for time
and transportation fee report, as a chain for milk flow. Collectors always pay
attention to select route where the system provides by the available farmer that deled
with milk flow process.

This system is a helping tool to make more optimized prices and lower prices
in market part of milk so the importance of marketing is clearly visible. If every
farmer will have the capacity to see news announced in a proper way they can easily
put their own livestock to sell in good prices so this will be reflection to the
consumers that buy milk also others that have company that deals with other milk
products. I put a system to generate marketing ads dependent to the region where the
user logs in so marketing advantage is a good manner to use this system. In figure
5.6 an example of marketing is seen. Here the companies that are added recently are
posted to the farmers to see their offers also to be a new area for sales management
for farmers for their milk.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

MCS will help the reduction of storage costs for the farmers, reduction of
buying costs for companies and reduction of selling price for farmers because they
are not aware of the price of milk that is sold in the market. MCS will help farmers
to be more optimist to apply agricultural activities by helping their economic growth
as family also to help Albania to not be in the list of importers of milk .System will
help the farmers to work more for quality after while they will be paid in the needed
amount of milk they give to the companies. Farmers will be able to have online
storage of their milk flow where they can easily send it to Ministry of Agriculture to
have benefits in the payment of their taxes to the state also helping the development
process of Albania in the needed situations that European Council determined
before. This system will be an improvement in economical aspect of people that deal
in this business in other hand in representation of Albania for growth in agriculture
by not taking less or more payment for livestock as today it is.
Conclusions are always the other part after many researches are done,
sometimes a conclusion is a solution for a specific problem that we face in our
every-day life. MCS is a tool that has some varying parts of business process model
and information systems together, two giant topics that are useful in every manner of
human life. Supply chain software’s mostly are intersection of these two models of
science, in my case finally I saw a problem, I understood the problem I faced that
problem and gave a solution in my opinion to this problem with the help of
modelling process and information technology. Social media has a great impact in

- 53 our lives and I think by the help of social media people will be more aware of what
they pay and what they get after this system will be represented and differences
before this system was implemented and after it will be used in agricultural
activities.
Globalization as a result of new era of information technology will be
developing and Albania most probably will get the needed role in this situation.
After some years people will be more socialized with electronic devices so by the
shining platform of mobile technology, MCS can be implemented in mobile
platform for more users and in less time.
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Appendix A
System Screenshots

In Appendix A. I put some screenshot for milk flow transactions.

A. Screenshots

Figure A.1 – Agreement Page

Figure A.2 – Orders and Farmers
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Appendix B
Other Diagrams

In Appendix B are some UML diagrams used till the system was created

B. Diagrams

Figure B.1 – State Chart For Manager
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Figure B.2 – Component Diagram - Milk Flow

Figure B.3 – Structure of System

